Perfect in every sense

Where San Juan’s social scene comes

alive.

SUPREME STYLE,
EXPERIENCE & TECH.

At the tip of
the Condado.

Cool trade winds, cooler vistas and the spell of flaming sunsets enhance The Condado
Plaza Hilton, creating enchanting venues for hosting customized social events.
Accommodations are endowed with exquisite designer features, the latest technology
and a tropical palette of exciting hues, while public spaces faithfully reflect contemporary
trends with stunning ocean and lagoon panoramas and impeccable décor. And a
decades-long tradition of peerless service and organizational experience guarantee
flawless weddings, sweet fifteen parties, class graduations, proms, bar or bat mitzvah
celebrations and galas with a distinctive flair.

Tie the knot or cut loose.

SERVING SAN JUAN SOCIETY
FOR THREE GENERATIONS.

A social landmark spanning the sapphire blue of the Atlantic Ocean and
tranquil lagoon waters, The Condado Plaza Hilton will share with you its
extensive planning experience at the venue of choice in Puerto Rico for
a spectacular family wedding or an unforgettable destination wedding, all
with the warm, personalized service that has always characterized us.

It takes
twenty to tango
or 200.
Always room for one more.

Or one less – The flexibility at the Condado Plaza Hilton is legendary,
comfortably accommodating from 10 to 600 Guests, from fabulous
ballrooms and ornate foyers to breezy boardwalks and sunkissed
terraces by the lagoon or fronting the ocean. Our combined Ponce de
León Room can seat 600, banquet-style, and our Royal Ballroom fits
up to 300 diners – or dancers, the choice is yours. More discreet
venues accommodate smaller groups and we offer an extensive range
of budgetary options. Be it anniversaries - corporate or individual graduations, senior proms or milestones, no matter what the occasion,
the level of service and our flair for imaginative yet efficient solutions
always shines through before, during and after your event.

And the dreamiest
quinceañero or
sweet sixteen.
for a very special girl, yours.

Thematic coming of age parties are all the rage and The Condado Plaza
Hilton knows how to do them best. Whether it’s a flower power theme,
a rock n’ roll soirée or an 80s glam rock circus, your daughter will have
the party of her dreams – and the adults will get to enjoy themselves
too! Adjustable salon configurations adapt to event size and integrated
but separate areas for teenagers and adults allow each group to
partake in a special ambiance and cuisine while mingling in a magical
atmosphere of fun and the memories of a lifetime.

An unforgettable Bar or
Bat Mitzvah ceremony.

THAT’S WHAT MEMORIES ARE MADE OF.

Welcoming a son or daughter into the community as a Jewish adult is one of the most
important milestones in his or her life, and at The Condado Plaza Hilton we have the
means, facilities and experience to make this a truly memorable occasion. We can both
host a complete four-day event, including the ceremony, dinner, celebration and brunch,
or arrange the last three events after the synagogue ceremony. Cuisine options range
from kosher to kosher light menus, as traditional or as flexible as your preferences,
and accommodations can be arranged for visiting relatives and friends as part of the
package. In a magical atmosphere of fun and the memories of a lifetime.

It’s all in the details.

peruse the finest.

You won’t believe the fine range of fashionable china patterns, fine glassware
and graceful flatware available at The Condado Plaza Hilton! Elegant seating
and classic white table linen vie with exquisitely redesigned and redecorated
spaces for a truly memorable experience. Forget humdrum hotel tableware
and dull conference rooms and let our experienced Team Members help you
make the right choices for your activity.

Delectable delights.

Tastebuds rejoice!

Our award-winning chefs toil in our kitchens to ensure that all of your invitees
savor the very best international cusine the Island has to offer, geared to your
particular needs: from French classic to typical Puerto Rican fare, Italian, Mexican,
Chinese, kosher, vegetarian or whatever strikes your fancy. So let our master chefs’
creations waft you into pure bliss.

Our earnest thanks.
Because we value your time.

The Condado Plaza Hilton is the warm and vibrant option when considering where to host your
next event. That’s why we wish to thank you for investing your time in getting to know us. We
truly appreciate your interest and hope that these pages include all the information you need to
make an informed – and happy – choice. If not, please feel free to contact us anytime and we
will gladly accommodate any request you may have. We would not want you to miss celebrating
at The Condado Plaza Hilton… because we know we are the best!

999 Ashford Avenue | San Juan, Puerto Rico | 00907
For Reservations, call +1 888 722 1273 or +1 787 721 1000
For Group Reservations, call +1 888 722 1278

thecondadoplaza.hilton.com
condadoplaza.com
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